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ABSTRACT 

 

In current day’s cloud computing has become one of the fascinating domains which 

were almost used by various IT companies. A cloud server is formed by connecting a various 

number of systems all together for a centralized remote server hosted on internet to store, 

modify and access the data to and from remote systems not from local machines.  As the cloud 

has become one of the fascinating domain and attracted a lot of users towards that usage, but it 

still has some limitations in the current cloud service providers. First limitation is all the data 

which is stored on the cloud server is stored in the normal manner or in plain text so that it can 

be viewed and modified by anyone within the group.  And another feature that was not 

available in the current cloud systems is all the search which is done in the cloud will be of 

single keyword based but not of multi keyword, so this leads a great difficulty for the user, if 

he/she forget the file name what they gave for that stored file at the time of retrieving. Till now 

there was no mechanism available to store the data in a encrypted manner in all public clouds 

and even private clouds.In this paper, we have introduced an concept like encryption of data 

before it is stored into the live cloud server like (DRIVEHQ) and also we proposed a new 

scheme to deal with Privacy preserving Ranked Multi-keyword Search in a Multi-owner model 

(PRMSM).In order to  give rank for the search files which was asked by the user and preserve 

the privacy of relevant scores not to be revealed for un-authorized users,we have used a novel 

Additive Order(AO) and Privacy Preserving Function family. In this paper as an extension we 

have implemented a new concept like advanced authorization of cloud users, where the cloud 

user registration either owner or user need to get activation permission from the cloud server. 

The user who got the activate permission will receive the login password for their registered 

mail id,with that only the user or owner can login, if not login fails this give more security for 

the current application. By conducting various experiments on our proposed algorithm by 

taking DRIVEHQ as real cloud service, we finally came to a conclusion that this is the first 

time to implement such a function which gives high level of security for data during insertion 

and retrieval compared to various primitive clouds. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In current days there was a huge demand for the cloud computing as a lot of companies 

try to store all their valuable data on remote servers rather than on local machines. Hence cloud 

server acts as a main source storing and retrieving data  from a remote machines. As there was a 

huge demand for the cloud computing domain as all the information is usually processed 

remotely in unknown machines those users do not own or operate not on their local systems or 

local PCs. Even though cloud has gained a lot of user’s attention in storing their valuable data 

inside that memory blocks, it failed to give high level of security for the data which is stored. 

This is mainly due to the problem like no appropriate encryption technique is available in the 

current cloud server while storing the data inside the memory block. In the cloud server, there 

will be two types of users like data owners and data users, where the data owner is the person 

who will upload the sensitive or valuable data into the cloud server location and now the data 

users are the persons who will try to access the data, which is uploaded by the single or multiple 

data owners. Now a days there was no proper mechanism like encryption of data which is stored 

into the cloud, so all the data which is stored in the cloud will be stored in a plain manner, which 

is the main limitation for data integrity. Next in the current cloud service providers there is no 

concept like ranking the files which is stored and uploaded by the data owners. In the cloud there 

are various types of services available in which Data Base as a Service (DaaS) is one of the main 

and prominent services among others. This service is not having security for the data which is 

stored in the cloud, compared with various other cloud services, hence our main motto is to 

provide security for this DaaS service by integrating various encryption and other techniques are 

proposed in this current paper. 
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Figure.1. Represents various types of Cloud Services including new service like Database as 

a Service (DaaS) 

From the above figure 1, we can clearly find out that there are four different services 

available and one among them is DaaS, which is the main service what we are using now for 

providing security for that and prove that this service also gives the best security for the data 

which is stored inside the cloud memory locations [1],[2]. Now let us discuss about each and 

every service in detail as follows: 

 

1) IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

2) PaaS(Platform as a Service) 

3) SaaS(Software as a Service) 

4) DaaS (Data /Data Base as a Service) 

 

Now let us discuss about each service in detail and find out the minor similarities that are 

available between each and every service. 

 

1) IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 
 

In this service the cloud server mainly deals with application level and it is basically used 

to set the platform for the users. The main persons who come under this service is IT 

Professionals, this is clearly shown in the figure 2. 
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Figure.2. Represents Various Role Based Cloud Service Providers with Their Individual 

Functionality 

2) PaaS (Platform as a Service) 
 

The second and one of the most important service in cloud computing is Platform as a 

Service, where this is mainly used for  customization of cloud server ,where the developer comes 

under this service. Here the cloud server customizes which type of platforms are needed for their 

company usage are seen in this service. 

 

3) SaaS (Software as a Service) 
 

The third and one of the best services in cloud computing is Software as a Service, where 

this is mainly used for a consumer to use the cloud service provider’s applications running on a 

cloud IaaS. Generally business end-users come under this service where all the software’s that 

are required for running the cloud are processed in this service. 

 

4) DaaS (Data/Database as a Service) 
 

The last and one of the new services that was launched and included in various cloud 

client services is DaaS, which is clearly seen in figure 2.This DaaS service is used mainly for 

storing the data base, tables and data in the form of fragments and packets [3],[4],[5]. As this is 

having various advantages compared with other cloud client services,it has a small limitation like 

the data which is stored in this DaaS is not stored in the encrypted manner which is stored in the 

plain manner. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the new concept like multi keyword which 

was introduced in this paper and also about ranking of files. Now let us look at them in details: 

 

ABOUT MULTI KEYWORD SEARCH 
 

In the current cloud servers, we found that there was no facility like multi keyword search 

over an encrypted cloud data. Now a day’s almost all cloud servers utilize single keyword search 

with only one keyword like filename and there is no concept like searching the same file with 

multiple attributes. In the current cloud servers  if the user who wishes to download any file from 

the cloud server or  to get permission from  the cloud owner, he needs to give the exact name of 

the file correctly in the search bar, then only he can be able to search that file. If the user forget 

that file name during his search process he can’t able to download the exact file from the owner 

until he substitutes that file name correctly by re-collecting that file information. So this is a one 

of the major problem in almost all cloud service providers [6]. So in this paper we have 

implemented a new keyword search like multi keyword search, in which the data owner while 

uploading the data in the current cloud enters a file name along with a sub-item like keyword and 

then he browse the file from the desired location. So in this way he is giving multi inputs while 
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he uploads the sensitive data. So if the user who wishes to download the file from the cloud, 

he/she can either enter file name or keyword whatever they feel better during search. For 

example: Data Owner wants to upload a file like Jsp which consists the data about Java Server 

Pages. Now he will give the file name like Jsp.txt or some other filename like divya.txt and he 

then give the keyword as Java, whatever he feel better. So once he uploads the file in the above 

manner, the file will be uploaded at the end. So when a data user who wish to download that file, 

he can either give the search input as filename or either keyword or both. So in this way multi 

keyword will give enhance facility for searching and retrieving the files from the cloud 

servers[7]. 

 

            
 

Figure 3.Represents the File Uploaded by a Data Owner in a Multi Keyword Process 

 

From the figure 3, we can clearly get an idea that multi keyword search consists of 

multiple attributes like filename, keyword and browse option to choose a file. Here we choose a 

filename as Html.txt and we gave the keyword name as Java and finally the data owner browse 

the file from  any of the Drive location of that PC  and uploaded in the cloud. So if the data user 

who wishes to download the data can either enter filename or keyword name or both for 

retrieving the file from the encrypted cloud storage area. The above figure clearly justifies that 

multi keyword gives a better level of data retrieval for the end users. 

 

III. PRIVACY PRESERVING RANKED MULTI-KEYWORD SEARCH 

IN A MULTI-OWNER MODEL (PRMSM) 
 

In this section we will find out the  proposed system and its architecture that was used in 

the current paper. In this paper we have implemented privacy preserving multi keyword search in 

a multi owner model also known as PRMSM.Now let us discuss about this in detail as follows: 

 

Main Entities 

For any type of cloud applications, there may be  several cloud service providers but for all 

types of CSP, maximum they contain these four main entities  
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A. Data Owner Entity,  

B. Admin Entity  

C. Data User/Search User Entity  

D. Cloud Server Entity   

The data owner  entity is the starting entity which is defined as a person who may be an 

individual or sometimes an enterprise, who wishes to outsource a collection of documents          

D = (D1, D2, . . . , Dn) in encrypted form C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) to the cloud server and still 

preserve the search functionality on outsourced data. Here we assume that documents are labeled 

with  D and if there are many documents to be out sourced they are represented as D1, D2 and so 

on.Here in our proposed application, we take sample text documents as input where initially all 

the text documents are of plain text and our main motto is to store them in a secure manner 

inside a cloud server. Once the text files which consists the sensitive data are encrypted and then 

they are stored into the cloud server,they are termed as  C1, C2 and so as they were encrypted by 

the data owner at his level before out sourcing into the Admin. 

Here once the admin after login into his account, he has the facility to receive the data 

request which is send to that by data owner after an initial encryption. This admin will now 

receive all the files which was uploaded by various data owners and then they will be re-

encrypted by the admin at his level and then it was send to the cloud server. During this stage the 

re-encrypt method will encrypt not only the file content but also the file details like file name,file 

upload date and time and so on.This double encryption or re-encrypt gives much more security 

for our proposed application compared with various primitive cloud service providers. Now the 

data which is uploaded by admin will be reached to the cloud server, where the cloud server is an 

important entity among all the four as this is the only entity which has the capability to store the 

encrypted documents into its storage area. Once the cloud owner encrypts the text documents 

and it is uploaded [9]- [12], then immediately they will be received by the cloud server and it 

will then store in its storage area securely. When a search user  try to download any file, he will 

send the input as either filename or file keyword so that immediately the file request will be 

identified by the data base records and if the input keyword is matched the file will be 

downloaded and if that was not matched it will be identified as data not found. During this 

process if any intruder try to access illegally the data by substituting the others identies, he will 

be identified as a trapdoor user and file can’t be downloaded. 

 

 A search user is the last entity who wishes to download the files from the cloud server by 

giving valid inputs for searching the files and then download those files in a secure manner. The 

search user has following three steps to be performed for downloading the Encrypted text 

documents from the cloud server, they are as follows: First, the search user initially after 

registration, he will be login into his account by substituting all the valid details what he stored 

during registration. Second, according to the search keywords, the search user uses the same 

secret key along with any of the search parameter to generate a decryption key and sends it to the 

cloud server. Once if the input parameters along with secret key are matched with server records, 

then the search user receives the matching document collection from the cloud server and 

decrypts them with the symmetric key which is dynamically sent to the search user mail id at the 

time of downloading the file. If the user substitutes valid decryption key can only download the 

file in a plain manner or else the file will be in encrypted manner. 
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Figure 4. Represents the Privacy Preserving Ranked Multi-keyword Search in a multi-

owner Model (PRMSM) 

From the above figure 4, we can clearly represent the proposed architecture flow diagram 

of our current paper, where it contains totally three roles like Data owner, Cloud Server ,Admin 

Server and Search users. Here each and every one has individual roles and all the access in this 

current model is in form of De-Centralized manner. In the primitive or existing cloud servers, the 

data access will be obviously in a centralized manner, where the data which is uploaded by 

owner will be stored inside the cloud server and in turn the access will be in the hands of server 

itself, But there was no single access control for the owner or user in the current cloud service 

providers. So in this paper we for the first time implemented architecture like De-Centralized 

access by giving individual rights for each and every individual. The data which is uploaded by 

the data owner is having a right to give access or deny the access of his uploaded file at the time 
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of user search request. Here the owner will receive all the search requests done by various data 

users or search users within the cloud and once if the data owner really wish to give access to 

user then only he will click on allow button so that access will be granted and symmetric key as a 

decryption key will be send for the requested search user, if not access will be restricted by the 

owner and he will be treated him as a trapdoor user. Here the Cloud server has a capability to 

receive all the user requests and in turn send that request to the appropriate data owners who 

uploaded the data into the cloud. Here the data which is uploaded is in form of encrypted manner 

and the records are almost text documents with a valid sensitive data and they are stored in a 

secure manner onto the cloud storage area. 

Assumptions 

Let  D = (D1, D2,  . , Dn) be a set of documents and 

K = (k1, k2, . . . , km) be the dictionary consisting of unique keywords in all documents in   

           D, where ∀  i ∈ [1,m]  ki ∈ {0, 1} ∗.       

 C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} is an encrypted document collection stored in the cloud server.  

 Ii is a searchable index associated with the corresponding encrypted document Ci. 

 If A is an algorithm then a ← A (. . .) represents the result of applying the algorithm A to   

     given arguments.  

Let R be an operational ring, we write vectors in bold, e.g. v ∈ R. 

The notation v[i] refers to the i-th coefficient of v. 

We denote the dot product of u, v ∈ R as  

             u ⊗ v = Pi=1 u[i] · v[i] ∈ R.  

We use |x| to indicate rounding x to the nearest integer, and |x|, |x| (for x > 0) to indicate rounding 

down or up. 

Here in the current application we denote the function Ci = ES[Di] is the encrypted 

version of the document Di  , which is mainly computed  by using a semantically secure 

encryption scheme E with a secret key S. To enable multi-keyword ranked search capability, the 

data owner always constructs a searchable index termed as “I” that is built on “m “distinct 

keywords         K = (k1, k2, . . . , km) extracted from the original dataset D. Both I and C are 

outsourced to the cloud server. To securely search the document collection for one or more 

keywords K¯ ∈ K, the authorized data user uses search trapdoor (distributed by the data owner) 

that generates the search request to the cloud server. Once the cloud server receives such request, 

it performs a search based on the stored index I and returns a ranked list of encrypted documents 
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L ⊆ C to the data user. The data user then uses the secret key S, securely obtained from the data 

owner, to decrypt received documents L to original view.  

IV. ADDITIVE ORDER  AND PRIVACY PRESERVING FUNCTION 

 

In this section we will find the notations and an equation to find the ranking for the 

documents which was uploaded into the cloud by the data owner. This is done with the help of 

additive order and privacy preserving function. Generally in number theory, an additive 

function is defined as an  arithmetic function termed as  f(n) of the positive integer say ’n’ such 

that whenever a and b are prime, the additive function is defined as the summation of all the co 

prime values. This is represented as follows: 

    F (ab) = f (a) + f (b). 

         

In this paper we use the sum of the relevance scores as the metric to rank search results. 

Here we introduced various encoded strategies for ranking the relevance scores. Initially, the 

cloud server computes  

 

                       Vi,j = ∑ t∈Wf  Vi,j,t 

 

Now to find the ranking for the search values ,the sum of all relevance scores between the 

jth file and matched keywords for Oi , and the auxiliary value  

 

                 Ti,j (y) = ∑ t∈Wf Ti,j,t(y).  

 

The relevance score between a keyword (W) and a document (F) represents the frequency 

or count in which that the keyword appears in the document. It can be used in searchable 

encryption for returning ranked results. A prevalent metric for evaluating the relevance score is 

TF × IDF, where TF (term frequency) represents the frequency of a given keyword in a 

document and  IDF (inverse document frequency) represents the importance of keyword within 

the whole document collection. Without loss of generality, we select a widely used expression in 

[13] to evaluate the relevance score as 
 

 
   Where  

                  F j;w   denotes the TF of keyword w in document Fj ;  

 

                  Fw    denotes the number of documents contain keyword w;  

 

                  N     denotes the number of documents in the collection; and 

 

                  |Fj | denotes the length of Fj , obtained by counting the number of indexed keywords. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arithmetic_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integer
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V. IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
 

Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner.In this stage we will divide the application into a number of modules 

and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on Java 

programming language with JEE as the chosen language in order to show the performance this 

proposed Privacy preserving Ranked Multi-keyword Search in a Multi-owner model (PRMSM). 

The front end of the application takes JSP, HTML and Java Beans and as a  Back-End Data base 

we took My SQL data base along  with a Real Cloud Service provider called as DRIVEHQ 

Cloud Service provider. This cloud service provider will provide a space up to 2 GB for storing 

the files which is used by the application. The application is divided mainly into following 4 

modules. They are as follows: 

 

1. System Model Module 

2. Data User Authentication Module 

3. Illegal Search Detection Module 

4. Search Over Multi Owner  Module 

 

1. System Model Module 
 

In the first module, we develop the System Model to implement our proposed system. 

Our System model consists of Admin, users, data owners, and Cloud Servers. Admin provides 

the accessibility to Data-owners. Initially Data-owner needs to register and admin approves the 

each data owner request. The respective Password and login credentials will be sent to the Email 

ID of Data owner. In Users sub-module, each user has a global identity in the system. A user 

may be entitled a set of attributes which may come from multiple attribute authorities. The user 

will receive a secret key associated with its attributes entitled by the corresponding attribute 

authorities. In data owner’s sub-module, the proposed scheme should allow new data owners to 

enter this system without affecting other data owners or data users, i.e., the scheme should 

support data owner scalability in a plug-and-play model. In Cloud Server sub-module of system 

model, the owner sends the encrypted data to the cloud server through Admin. They do not rely 

on the server to do data access control. But, the access control happens inside the cryptography. 

That is only when the user’s attributes satisfy the access policy defined in the cipher text; the 

user is able to decrypt the cipher text. Thus, users with different attributes can decrypt different 

number of content keys and thus obtain different granularities of information from the same data. 

2. Data User Authentication Module 
To prevent attackers from pretending to be legal data users performing searches and 

launching statistical attacks based on the search result, data users must be authenticated before 

the administration server re-encrypts trapdoors for data users. Traditional authentication methods 

often follow three steps. First, data requester and data authenticator share a secret key, say, k0. 

Second, the requester encrypts his personally identifiable information d0 using k0 and sends the 

encrypted data (d0) k0 to the authenticator. Third, the authenticator decrypts the received data 

with k0 and authenticates the decrypted data. The key point of a successful authentication is to 

provide both the dynamically changing secret keys and the historical data of the corresponding 

data user. 
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3. Illegal Search Detection Module 
 

In this proposed scheme, the authentication process is protected by the dynamic secret 

key and the historical information. We assume that an attacker has successfully eavesdropped the 

secret key. Then he has to construct the authentication data; if the attacker has not successfully 

eavesdropped the historical data, e.g., the request counter, the last request time, he cannot 

construct the correct authentication data. Therefore this illegal action will soon be detected by 

the administration server. Further, if the attacker has successfully eavesdropped all data of Uj, 

the attacker can correctly construct the authentication data and pretend himself to be Uj without 

being detected by the administration server. However, once the legal data user Uj performs his 

search, since the secret key on the administration server side has changed, there will be 

contradictory secret keys between the administration server and the legal data user. Therefore, 

the data user and administration server will soon detect this illegal action. 

4. Search over Multi Owner Module 
 

The proposed scheme should allow multi-keyword search over encrypted files which 

would be encrypted with different keys for different data owners. It also needs to allow the cloud 

server to rank the search results among different data owners and return the top-k results. The 

cloud server stores all encrypted files and keywords of different data owners. The administration 

server will also store a secret data on the cloud server. Upon receiving a query request, the cloud 

will search over the data of all these data owners. The cloud processes the search request in two 

steps. First, the cloud matches the queried keywords from all keywords stored on it, and it gets a 

candidate file set. Second, the cloud ranks files in the candidate file set and finds the most top-k 

relevant files. Finally, we apply the proposed scheme to encode the relevance scores and obtain 

the top-k search results. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we for the first time implemented a secure multi-keyword search for 

multiple data owners and multiple data users in the cloud computing environment. In the current 

cloud servers, there was no concept like encryption of data before it is stored into the cloud. As 

the encryption was not available in the current clouds, all the data which is stored into the cloud 

has no security and any one can access that data freely without any restrictions. So in this paper 

for the first time we have implemented a new concept like encryption of data before it is stored 

inside the live cloud. Also we have implemented a new concept called as multi keyword search, 

where the data which is uploaded by the data owner will provide multiple attributes for each and 

every file during the upload, so this multiple attributes act like a multiple keywords for accessing 

the file during download or search. To enable the cloud server to perform secure search among 

multiple owners’ data encrypted with different secret keys, we systematically construct a novel 

secure search protocol. To rank the search results and preserve the privacy of relevance scores 

between keywords and files, we propose a novel Additive Order and Privacy Preserving 

Function family. By conducting various experiments on our proposed model, we finally came to 

a conclusion that this proposed mechanism gives high level of security in terms of data during 

storage and retrieval. 
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